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Politics and practices of resilience
Introduction

Antoine Le Blanc et Thierry Nicolas

1 This issue addresses a concept that has been receiving growing interest in geography

over the last few years: resilience. The concept is not new strictly speaking, and has

been in use in a number of disciplines: ecology (Holling has been using it since 1973 to

describe evolutive systems that absorb shocks, as opposed to stable systems), physics

(where it refers to the elasticity and plasticity of a material that is subjected to shocks),

or psychology (the field that popularized the term in France, with the works of Boris

Cyrulnik and others). 

2 The use of the concept of resilience in geography responds to the fast global socio-

economical  and  technological  changes  of  the  last  decades  that  transformed  the

perceptions and methods of risk management – at least within industrialized societies

(Beck, 2001). In particular, the notion became accepted as a new paradigm in geography

after the International  Decade for Natural  Disaster Reduction and the International

Strategy for Disaster Reduction in the 1990’s,  and an MIT conference entitled “The

Resilient City: Trauma, Recovery and Remembrance” (Vale and Campanella, 2005). At a

time when prevalent theoretical and operational models of prevention had shown their

limits, resilience appeared to open new perspectives. The term can be defined as “the

capacity of a social system (e.g. an organization, city or society) to proactively adapt to

and recover from disturbances that are perceived within the system to fall outside the

range of normal and expected disturbances” (Comfort et al., 2010). Resilience could in

this sense be seen as a departure from technicist models of management, in that it

proposes management methods that constantly adapt to a territorial system’s complex

evolutions, leaving more space for diverse stakeholders and societal risk factors. 

3 However, the notion’s very scope and its applications are still controversial. It has been

criticized for being a concept that can only be understood in retrospect,  or  that is

connected  to  a  specific  ideology;  others  have  shown  the  impossibility  of  creating

policies based on such a poorly defined term, to which a tangle of concepts (resistance,

recovery, adaptation, adaptability…) are loosely connected. The relationship between
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resilience and vulnerability is in itself problematic, and forms a recurring element in

this issue. 

4 Most  of  the  authors  presented  here  investigate  the  pair  vulnerability/resilience.

Béatrice  Quenault  reminds us  that  the  relationships  between the two concepts  can

range from opposition to inclusion, through to overlap. This diversity of approaches

can be explained, amongst other factors, by the aspiration to promote a static, or on

the contrary a dynamic conception of resilience. For Bruno Barroca, Maryline Di Nardo

and Irene Mboumoua, resilience, in an urban context for instance, appears to succeed

vulnerability – because of the transition in cyndinics from an analytical approach to a

systemic one. Unlike vulnerability, studying resilience in a city implies looking beyond

mere causalities, and considering the organizations and interactions that form urban

objects. The main benefit of the notion might be that it makes it possible to correlate

the  evolution  of  both  research  and  urban  planning  practices.  Magali  Reghezza-Zitt

proposes  to  understand  resilience  (and  vulnerability)  through  the  prism  of  two

traditions that formed in parallel: risk and hazard research. She stresses the necessity to

take timescales into account in definitions of the concept: at the moment when a crisis

occurs, resilience refers to actions of resistance to or absorption of the shock; after the

crisis and at other points in time, resilience refers to the capacity for adaptation and

renewal. 

5 However, beyond theoretical controversies, this issue mostly aims to interrogate the

practices that derive from the concept of resilience on diverse territories. Indeed, the

term  of  resilience  first  appeared  (and  spread)  in  planning  documents  on  different

scales.  Resilience  as  a  form  of  risk  management  is  now  an  essential  objective  of

territorial planning policies. 

6 This issue shows how the first applications of the concept in urban planning, in France

or elsewhere, were not a departure from a technicist approach to risk management:

rather, they reused old tools, reinforced technique-based risk management processes,

and relied on solutions that focus on random hazard. Beatrice Quenault shows how

resilience should imply to better take into account societal risk factors such as the rise

of  marginalization,  inequality  and  socio-spatial  fragmentation,  as  well  as

representations of risk. Mathilde Gralepois, Julie Daluzeau and Clément Oger reach the

same conclusion with their study of the PPRI (a flood hazard prevention plan) in the

Val de Tours area in France, while offering a more radical interpretation: resilience is

by definition very difficult to apply in France because it is based on typically Anglo-

Saxon paradigms of community and self-organization. 

7 In addition, this issue highlights a frequently observed paradox between on the one

hand the necessity for a local approach to risk management, in order to adapt to the

specificities  of  territories  and  societies,  and  on  the  other  hand  the  reluctance  of

regulatory and managerial frameworks to delegate this power to stakeholders who are

seen as illegitimate or incompetent. Or to put it more radically: if resilience implies for

traditional political and administrative risk management institutions to let go of large

portions of their prerogative in favor of more diverse stakeholders and of a wide range

of actions, what is left of “risk management”? 

8 The last text in this issue was written by a collective of nine authors. It suggests taking

into account the notion of “viability of a system” rather than that of resilience. By

developing  a  specific  case  study  in  Guyana,  the  authors  show  how  bottom  up,

participative  approaches  can  provide  us  with  a  more  flexible  and  relevant
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understanding of territorial systems, of the risks (or perceived risks) that affect them

and of the responses that can be brought to those risks. This approach is more lateral:

it  does  not  start  with  identifying  a  hazard  but  with  determining  the  major  values

assigned to a territory, in order to define a hierarchy of risk, and therefore of crises and

their management – with the aim of safeguarding the system’s continuity. 
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